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Happy Valentines!

Welcome New moderators!
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Events
In the near future the following
exciting events will take place.

2010-03-07 - Sherlock Holmes Myst...

2010-03-28 - Extravaganza: Custom...
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Stable Clearence! Nothing over 10K: All childless and pure!

Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP

02-05 01:31
Clover Rabbit
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Crow looked at Raven. "Lady Raven, stay here." he told her before running towards the twins. He
sat down in front of them and tried to get their attention without touching them. They both
seemed dangerous to touch, and he didn't want more scars than he already had.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Ginger noticed one of the twins averting his gaze over to the baby phoenix... "Bev? I think they
want the bird. Maybe they can heal it." She said quietly.
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Glow followed Bevelle closely, jumping back as she saw the twins. Who were these twins? They
scared her a bit. She pricked her ears, looking between Bevelle and the twins. She twitched her
tail, taking a few steps forward. Why was Bevelle frozen? She needed to move. "You need to stop
being angry with us. We haven't done anything wrong. We need to help the baby bird" she said,
standing up on her hind legs.
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After what felt like frozen time had ended, Scotts twin put his arm in front of his
brother and let go of Bevelles mind, letting the numbness dissipate. In a flash, he
turned towards Scott and shook his head lightly. He whispered so that his brother could
hear.

"Ninorah"

Scott, raising his brow, tilted his head slightly as if saying "are you sure?" before fazing
out the flame around him. Still in a defensive stance he eyed the group wearily. He was
unaware of the creature at his feet.

Bevelle, thankful to have the pressure taken out of her head, sighed in relief. Within a
heartbeat, she remembered who these two were. The only twin elementals to have
existed, Scott and Dh'liah. Unlike the ghost warriors seen earlier, these two, like Kirah,
were very much alive. Not something she would want to mess with. The bird, once in
Bevelles hands, had managed to find the strength to wiggle out of them and towards
Scott and his twin brother, of which the unnamed (Dh'liah) twin gently went down to
pick it up. She smiled slightly knowing the bird would get the attention she needs to
survive.

Scotts twin, Dh'liah, then spoke. His arm was still in front of Scott but his body action
showed that though he was surprised to see complete strangers, he knew something
and wasn't afraid of them. His voice, like Kirahs had been, was almost regal and held a
clear accent. One could tell that he had been around for many more years then his
body made out for you to believe just from his tone.

"Tell me, why are you here?"

How much of Bevelles mind he had read she was not certain, but she did know that if
he was asking the group questions, he was probably looking to weasel out enemies or
mistrust if any. She recalled that Dh'liah in particular was one of the wiser of the
elementals. He would be a bounty of information if he felt like sharing it.

Kirah, on the other side of the temple, had now heard the happenings of the twins and
group through one of the guardians she had seen earlier and made it over to the area,
just behind the brothers. Dh'liahs head turned only slightly while Kirah rested her chin
over his shoulders. He at no point in time took his eyes away from the strangers, but
welcomed Kirahs presence. She too eyed the group, but was less surprised to see them
here. With her hand on the twins necklace, she showed him their episode in the
warriors sanctuary, of which he whispered to her (everything in their own language)
"I saw that. You were far less hostile then usual." Kirah, sighing, replied, whispering in
their language so only he and Scott could hear "But you don't feel a pulse with the
purple one?" Dh'liah nodded slightly, finalizing their mini conversation. "She is who
she was, but she does not remember her past as we do. Let her be their guide for the
quest that they are soon to follow." With a final "If you say so, ill trust your judgment"
from Kirah, the lighting girl took her arms off the male and sat next to him, her left leg
bent and arms through that leg. She sits still eying the strangers. 
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althea herd what ginger had said and then it all made sense now that why they to a like to
bevelle it because of the bird tho althea was not sure they could help the bird and said to bevelle
be causes

PIFF Link
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Hazard looked around, and realized with a sigh that nobody had noticed her. They had all gone
over to the other side of the temple, seemingly frozen around what looked like two twins. She
crept forward, staying to the side of the ziggurat so nobody would see her. Getting closer, she saw
some of the critters and guardians talking with the strange twins. Might be a threat, she thought
as her fur pricked up. Better stay in the shadows... Or should I?
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Crow wagged his tail, happier now that the flames were gone. "I'm here because Lady Raven
followed Madam Bevelle after the big earthquake thing." he said , grinning up at the twins happily.
He then looked at Kirah. "Oh, hi to you too." he said, still wolf-grinning at them. He then stopped
smiling and wagging his tail. He had almost forgotten that they could be threats.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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"Umm, Kirah, who are they?" Ginger asked nervously. She was used to weird expieriences, but
not this weird. "And why do they still look like they want to kill us? I really wouldn't enjoy being
killed..."

And Ginger spoke the truth, she wouldn't enjoy being killed.
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Finally Bevelle seemed to be alright again, and one of the twins spoke, asking why they were here.
His voice was rather loud, scaring Ayu a bit. Determined to show the twins they were good
critters, he spoke up a bit, "We're here to find the source of the big boom! Do you know anything
about it?" He looked up again, hoping they could hear his small voice.

02-05 01:44
rayvin_kittiy
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mysin lost intrest in what was going on as her brown shoulder bag started wiggling.
she precided to talk to it quietly. trying not to look like she was crazy talking to a bag she unzipped
it all the way open and out popped a small white and gray head, wiskers and a blue bow.
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althea looked at ginger and waited for a reply

She then decided to answer the twin question and said we are he because of a disturbance in our
land and wanted to find out what had happen we followed this path and it led us he to you and l
this do you happen to know what is going on?

PIFF Link
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When they approached what look like to be an ancient temple, thing became more chaotic for poor
Akuru. The two twins had an amazing power, just like the lightning wielder they had encountered
moments ago. These two seemed to own opposing powers. fire and ice. They both talked in the
strange tongue, but just as hostile as the warriors they met at the chamber now behind them.
The young red head felt hopefulness, having not befriended anyone near her. She did wish for
some companionship so she would not be so frightened as well as clueless. Alike last time Akuru
did not try to approach these two. Instead she started to slink towards the back of the group. She
felt a flood of tears threatening to surface, but attempted to hide it for fear of being targeted. 

Right then, the lightning wielder reappeared, her name Kirah, once again bringing peace to the
chaos. Akuru found it too late to turn back. Since she was unable to locate Dakota she would nee
someone else to travel with. She scanned the area. Even a little critter would do fine. For the
moment, the girl had been traveling between Guardians. She needed someone that she would
stick with for the rest of the trip. She scampered behind the scenes, debating over each creature.
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As Ginger spoke Kirah nodded, confirming that they were talking about an explosion earlier on.
She eyed the twins again, and Dh'liahs face had turned calm. She chuckled at the "dont want to
die" comment, rolled her eys and got up, approaching the guardian. Putting her hands on her
shouldres, she gave off a soothing aura which told the guardian (Ginger) that as long as she wasnt
of the evil they knew, she shouldnt fear them.
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finaly mysin kneeled to the ground leting her now awake compainion take a look around. the little
cat seemed full of energy as she bounced around and ran in zig zags saying hi to everything she
could see befor getting distracted by a flick of crows tail and started to bat at it with her paws
befor loosing intrest in that as well and pounced on the nearest foot. (witch just happened to
belong to the twin scott)
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Ginger, feeling this aura, calmed down immeadiately ((sp.?)). She understood what was happening
much better now. So these were the strange beings called elementals. And then it happend.
Another prophecy, right when it didn't need to happen.

The eyes changed again, and the prophecy began:

"The questions need answers of an important sort,
These answers we shall find in the demonic court.
Th demonic court of an evil being,
Long forgotten, and never seen.
When the Sun and Moon align,
It will be the sign
That changes are coming in a matter of time."

With the last word, her eyes returned to normal, her mouth closed, and she fainted again. Her last
thought was: These elementals seem to bring out my inner prophet...

((Edit: rayvin, that sounds like something the RL Artemis would do  He is always batting at our

dog's tail, which provokes her to scare him off the bed when he is laying down on it  ))
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At the groups response, Scotts tense body loosens slightly. The phoenix, in his twins
arms, chirps as he runs his fire-laden hand through its feathers. They would need to
heal the child phoenix after they were done with their "visitors". Eying the volcano,
then the strangers, he gives his twin a look that only they could understand. With a
nod from his twin, Scott speaks.

"Listen carefully, for what im to speak I will only do once." He paused. "Long ago,
when your ancestors shared the same air as us, and our city was the center for all life,
all was well. It was based of a small hierarchy of elementals--- people born into their
defined elements to protect, defend and upkeep the secrets and traditions in our
culture. As time passed, a small group of rebels and outsiders began to form, wishing
only for our destruction and their up rise of power. Thinking one would be able to take
this power without being born with it, their intent was clear. Their greed and hatred
were strong, and determination for defiance inexcusable. When this group decided to
attack, they had found a way to stun us while proceeding into a forbidden chamber in
our temple to try to hone in on our power. At that same time, the volcano you see in
the distance began to erupt." 

Scott stopped and waited to see if the group had any questions before he would
continue.

Kirah, hopefully successful in soothing the guardian (Ginger), gave a nod before sitting
back down. She had mixed feelings. She felt that Dh'liah would have picked up evil
intentions if it was present. So was a bit calm. That didnt explain why the volcano
started to erupt.
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Crow looked at Mysin. "Really? Reaally...?" he said, unamused. "Stop attacking feet." Crow shook
his head slowly. He just did not understand how others could be that insane. Ah well. He went
back to looking up at the twins, his expression guarded.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Glow looked around at all the different people. She pricked her ears, her nose twitching slightly.
She looked to Kirah curiously, feeling somewhat relieved to see the lightning elemental. She
looked towards Ginger, her ears pricking a bit higher as she heard Ginger speaking. It took her a
moment to realize that Ginger was having a prophecy. She rushed to Ginger's side as the guardian
fainted. She sniffed Ginger, trying to make sure she was okay.
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As he finished talking, Scott felt his foot being bashed in. Instead of impulsivlely igniting it, he bent
down with his arms crossed. Unlike his twin, Scott didnt have a ton of patience. He just didnt feel
like flambe-ing rodent right that second.

This creature was lucky to have been given a "warning".

---

Kirah shifted her gaze at Dh'liah who caught the falling guardian and gently set her on the floor.
He delved into her mind just enough to figure out what had happened and sighed. "Leave her to
rest. She should be alright when she comes to".

02-05 02:05
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althea listen to it all and was worried about ginger who had fainted but knew she would be alright .

She asked but who are these evil ones ?and what do they want to do ?and how many of them are
there? she said to scott

PIFF Link
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As the firey twin bent down, Ayu backed away, terrified of what he was going to do. When he
straightened up, Ayu scurried back and hid behind Bevelle's dress, listening to their next words.

He liked this elemental business. It was ideal for protecting, that was easy to see. A pity some had
to ruin it and become greedy. He shook his head, thinking of the poor stunned guardians, helpless
while their temple was invaded by their own kind.
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Crow sighed. "I just have one question. What are you?" he asked the three of them. "You aren't
guardians. No offense to them, but they aren't that powerful. You definitely aren't critters like us
either." he explained slowly.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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As Ginger slowly awoke again, she felt much more rested and ready for the day. She was about to
get up and climb out of the tent... And then she remembered where she actually was. It all came
flooding back to her; The explosion, the warrior spirits, the elementals. She looked around,
suddenly remembering the prophecy and her final thoughts. If the elemental Guardians could
cause her to recite prophecies, then they could be dangerous towards her. She couldn't be fainting
ever half hour because the elementals were around her. She decided to just wait and see what
happend.

Then she remembered the Critters in her pack. She unzipped the compartment, picking each of
them up one by one and placing them on the ground. When Rain and Spirit ran off to get a better
view of the situation, Artemis turned and thanked Ginger for her attempt to protect them. "If you
hadn't closed that pack so we couldn't see the problem, I probably would have run all the way
back home in fear. Thank you for those actions you took!" He said gratefully. Ginger just blushed
and said, "Oh, it wasn't really a big deal..."
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Althea also realized the volcano was erupting and panicked what is going to happen?

PIFF Link
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safaia not seeming to notice the angry person that the foot was attached to(scott) and went back
to playing with crows tail. talking to her self she could be heard muttering: yes thats right me bad
kitty and im ganna get you tail. oh yes you are no match for flying kitty paws of DOOOMMM.
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((OOC: Flyin kitty paws of DOOM, you say?! NYAHAHAHAHA!!!))
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Crow sighed. The little thing was getting on his nerves. She was rather cute though. He absently
flicked his tail away from her, as a cat would flick their tail when angry. He continued looking at
the twins though, waiting for a response to his question.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Ginger, as much as she wanted to go back to sleep, knew that there was no time for resting on
this journey. She got up, walked over to Bevelle, and asked what she thought about the situation.
"Those elementals really are somthing else, huh? They sort of scare me, though..."

02-05 02:17
rayvin_kittiy
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 - USR ((Edit: rayvin, that sounds like something the RL Artemis would do  He is always batting at our dog's tail,

which provokes her to scare him off the bed when he is laying down on it  ))

((OOc: safaia is actualy based of a cat i use to have a couple years back))
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The fire elemental on the end of that foot was not amused. He closed his eyes and absorbed some
of hs twins patience, waiting for the creatures to notice that he was now down at their level.

His twin was kind of put off by some of the questions. "We...are who we are. Its like asking you
why you breathe or why the grass is green" Kirah shook from the memories of the past that were
flooding her. Soo many lives..just flushed away. Had it been that long? She had to hold tears back.
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Quote Randomly~Zebras:
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